Article Processing Finance (APF)
E-International Journal of Educational Research (E-IJER) is an initiative to provide a qualified publishing platform for both
practitioners in any educational institution and researchers. All articles are published after the peer review of qualified
researchers. All articles published in our journal are open access and free. We had a publishing life of about 10 years and
the magazine came to this day with the contributions of both referees and magazine volunteers. However, as all
concerned can guess, the sustainability of the magazine has started to become risky for two reasons. The first of these
is that the referees refuse to review the article; they are delayed in their return even if they accept it, and they give poor
quality feedback. The second is the cost of publishing and preparing the journal. For these reasons, we plan to collect
the following financial support from the authors and continue the journal with this concept. All of our aim is to achieve
quality sustainability.
We can explain this under the name of "“Article Processing Finance” which we briefly call "APF": The APF covers all of
publishing and reviewing services we provide. A protocol was signed with the Eduscience Academia
(http://www.eduscience.net/) to carry out the process that will ensure the continuity of the journal. The APF covers all of
publishing and reviewing services we provide. APF includes article production, summarizing, indexing, contacts, review's
the services and the services of provision of online tools for editors, reviewers and authors. When your article is accepted
by editorial as "can be sent to reviewers" the APF will been wanted from you. The details of the APF account will be sent
to you after the editor's approval. APF can only be paid by means of Drawing, Online Banking, Wire Transfer and Deposit
Account. If the author or the referee’s denial withdraws the article after APF payment, there will be no refund.

Distribution of The Article Processing Finance (APF)
submission / manuscript /article which
has been evaluated by the editor as “it
may be sent to the reviewer" (*)
Distribution of
financial support
received from the
author (s) to be
services
(*)

$ 100
(or Equivalent of €)

$ 15
(or Equivalent of €) for
a reviewer

$ 30
(or Equivalent of €)
for two reviewer

for journal services,
taxes and payment
expenses

$ 70
(or Equivalent of €)

Money transfer / eft transactions and the cost belong to the sender.
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(1) The fee is paid by the journal.
(2) The decision related to “the minor revision” refers that the submission does not need to be
review/reevaluate
(3) The decision regarding “the major revision” refers to the submission that the reviewer wants to reevaluate.
.

